DIA PASS TO DOD F/M-A CENTRAL DOCUMENTATION OFFICE

TARGET: NSARC.

BODY

RS/NR: REPARTATION OF REMAINS FROM SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM (SRV)/(RMS/I). SITUATION. THIS IS AN OPERATIONS ORDER FOR THE REPARTITION OF REMAINS FROM SRV OF PROBABLE U.S. SERVICEMEN.

2. MISSION. UCSC/JPAC CONDUCTS A JOINT ARRIVAL CEREMONY AT 0900H, 13 APR 94, FOR REMAINS REPARTIFIED FROM SRV OF PROBABLE U.S. SERVICEMEN KILLED DURING THE WAR IN SOUTHEAST ASIA.

3. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS. JOINT TASK FORCE-JR, ACCOMPLISHING (JTF-JR) WILL CONDUCT OPERATIONS FROM 08-13 APR 94 TO REPARTITION AND HONOR PROBABLE U.S. SERVICEMEN REMAINS RETURNED FROM SRV. A USAF/CHL AIRCRAFT ARRIVES IN BANGKOK ON 7 APR 94. THE TEAM TRAVELS TO HAI NHI VIA COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ON 8 APR 94 AND CONDUCTS A JOINT FORENSIC REVIEW WITH SRV REPRESENTATIVES FROM 9-11 APR 94. ON OR AFT 12 APR 94, A JTF-JR/CUH REPARTITION TEAM DEPARTS HAI NHI VIA USAF C-141C AIRCRAFT AND ARRIVES U'TAPAH, THAILAND, 12 APR 94. THE TEAM TRAVELS TO U'TAPAH AIRFIELD, 12 APR 94 III HAI NHI, JTF-JR DET 1 RECEIVES THE REMAINS FROM SRV III A CEREMONY ON 12 APR 94.

FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY IN HANOI, THE C-141 AIRCRAFT WITH REPARTITION AND JOINT FORENSIC REVIEW TEAM RETURNS TO U'TAPAH TO RECEIVE AND FLY TO HAI NHI. AFTER 13 APR 94, C-141 AIRCRAFT ARRIVES HAI NHI AIRFIELD 1700H (1200Z), 13 APR 94 FOR A 0900H ARRIVAL CEREMONY. JTAC TO CONDUCT AN ARRIVAL CEREMONY UNDER DIRECTION OF VCFAF (JOSS). CEREMONY INCLUDES: A JOINT HONOR GUARD CONSISTING OF CINCPAC/M'S FLAG OFFICER OF THE DAY, AND ONE 6-6 FROM EACH OF THE SERVICES (ARMY, NAVY, AIR FORCE), COAST GUARD AND MARINE CORPS); A JOINT COLOR GUARD; AND THREE JOINT FALLSPEAR TEAM. MISSION AIRLIFT REQUIREMENTS ARE:

AIR LOCATION
HAI NHI, VI 0900H
AMERICAN AIR, VI 1700H
HAI NHI, VI 1700H
HAI NHI, VI 1800H
HAI NHI, VI 1800H
HAI NHI, VI 1900H
HAI NHI, VI 1900H
HAI NHI, VI 2000H
HAI NHI, VI 2100H
HAI NHI, VI 2200H

4. TASKING

A. UCSC/JPAC:

1. DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS (J1): PROVIDE OVERALL CONTROL OF THE REPARTITION MISSION.

2. DIRECTOR, PUBLIC AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS (J3): PROVIDE P AO INTERFACES WITH MEDIA CONCERNING REPARTITION CEREMONY.

3. JOINT SECRETARIAT (J4): PROVIDE FLAG OFFICER OF THE DAY TO SERVE AS HONOR GUARD COMMANDER.

B. CINCPAC:

1. PROVIDE SAM SUPPORT FOR REMAINS REPARTITION.

MISSION AIRLIFT REQUIREMENTS ARE:

1. C-141 SAM AIRCRAFT FROM HICKAM AIRFIELD, 12 APR 94, TO U'TAPAH, 13 APR 94, HAI NHI, 13 APR 94, TO HICKAM AIRFIELD, SEATS AND COMFORT PALLETS REQUIRED FOR UP TO 14 PERSONNEL. EQUIPMENT WILL CONSIST OF 2 PALLETS OF TRANSPORT CASES AND UP TO 2 OTHER EQUIPMENT PALLETS.

2. PLAN THREE AND ONE-HALF HOURS GROUND TIME AT NOI BAI FOR CEREMONY. AIRCRAFT WILL RETURN TO U'TAPAH FOR REFUELING AFTER THE CEREMONY IN HANOI. FLIGHT CREW REQUIRE PRESENTABLE FLIGHT SUITS FOR CEREMONY AT NOI BAI.

C. PROVIDE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO CINCPAC DET ONE BANGKOK:

1. FLIGHT ROUTE AND ITINERARY.

2. ACT ACT: MISSION NUMBER, AIRCRAFT, TAIL NUMBER, CALL SIGN, NAME OF ACT COMMANDER, FLIGHT ALTITUDE, AND ARR TIME IN SWW AIRSPACE.

3. FORWARD FLIGHT ROUTING TO FIT AIR DET ONE, KEC

4. AND ANY Survival VEHICLES FOR PROCESSING OF THE CEREMONY FOR OVERFLIGHT OF LAWS AND OVERFLIGHT AND LANDING IN SRV.

5. PASSPORTS AND VISAS: ALL REPARTITION PERSONNEL, INCLUDING USAF AIRCREW, REQUIRE PASSPORTS. VISAS DUE REQUIRED.

6. This is responsible for the deployment, ceremony and rehearsal.

7. PROVIDE A PROJECT OFFICER/POINT OF CONTACT FOR CEREMONY AND REHEARSAL.

8. PROVIDE GROUND SUPPORT FOR REPARTITION CEREMONY TO INCLUDE SIDE 1 AND QUIET HOURS.

9. CINCPAC PROVIDE:

1. C141/HONOR GUARD
2. C141/HONOR GUARD USAF FLAG
3. 3 ENL/GUARD BAREARS
4. 3 ENL/GUARD CASKET AND COLOR DETAIL
5. APPROPRIATE SECURITY POLICIES AND APPROPRIATE SUPPORT.

C. CINCPAC DET ONE PROVIDE:

1. USN
2. 1 CAPT/HONOR GUARD
3. 3 ENL/GUARD BAREARS
4. USMC (MARINE EMBRACES)
5. 1 OFFICER/1ST LIEUTENANT BAREARS
6. 2 ENL/GUARD BAREARS
7. 3 ENL/GUARD BEAVERS
8. 3 ENL/GUARD EMBRACES

D. CINCPAC DET ONE PROVIDE:

1. C141/HONOR GUARD
2. C141/HONOR GUARD
3. 3 ENL/GUARD BAREARS
4. NATIONAL EMERGENCY USAF FLAG
5. 3 ENL/GUARD BAREARS
6. 3 ENL/GUARD BAREARS

E. CINCPAC PROVIDE:

1. C141/HONOR GUARD
2. 3 ENL/GUARD BAREARS
3. 3 ENL/GUARD BAREARS
4. 3 ENL/GUARD BAREARS

F. CINC FOURTEEN PROVIDE:

1. C141/HONOR GUARD
CONSISTING OF COLLARED SHIRT, SLACKS, BELT, AND LEATHER SHOES. REPAIR PERSONNEL WILL ALSO CARRY TWO (2) ARMY CLASS "B" OR SERVICE EQUIVALENT UNIFORMS WITH DECORATIONS FOR SHO CEREMONY AND RETURN FLIGHT TO HICKAM.

B. REHEARSAL FOR COLOR GUARD AND CASSETTE BEARERS AT 1300H, 12 APR 94, ON TARMAC BEHIND HICKAM APR BASE OPERATIONS, BLDG 2520. INCLEMENT WEATHER PRACTICE AT HANGAR 35 WILL FOLLOW. UNIFORM FOR PARTICIPANTS DURING PRACTICE IS CAMOUFLAGE, BDU, OR SERVICE EQUIVALENT.

C. ALL CEREMONY PARTICIPANTS, INCLUDING COLOR GUARD, WILL ARRIVE ON TARMAC FOR WALK THROUGH AT 0000H, 13 APR 94.

D. UNIFORM DRESS WILL BE AS FOLLOWS:

(1) ARMY UNIFORM CLASS B WITH ALL AWARDS AND DECORATIONS.

(2) MARINE UNIFORM BLUE DRESS UNIFORM WITH RIBBONS.

(3) USN (MALE) UNIFORMS SUMMER WHITE WITH RIBBONS. USN (FEMALE) SUMMER WHITE DECK/COMBINATION CAP WITH RIBBONS.

(4) USAF WEAR SUMMER SLEEVE SUMMER UNIFORM WITH ALL AWARDS AND DECORATIONS, LOW QUARTER SHOES AND PROPER SERVICE CAP.

(5) COAST GUARD WEAR SUMMER SLEEVE SUMMER UNIFORM WITH ALL AWARDS AND DECORATIONS, LOW QUARTER SHOES AND PROPER SERVICE CAP.

(6) ALL FEMALE PARTICIPANTS MUST WEAR CLASS "B".

(7) WHERE AUTHORIZED, ARM AND ARMS [ARMS] OF COLOR GUARD AND CASSETTE BEARERS MAY WEAR BLAZED ROGUES. AUTO SERVICE PERSONNEL WILL NOT MIX ROGUES AND LOW QUARTER SHOES.

E. FLAG BEARERS MUST WEAR WHITE FLAG SLIPS FOR THE CEREMONY.

F. JOINT ARRIVAL CEREMONY SCHEDULED FOR 0700H, 14 APR 94 AT HICKAM APR.

6. CEREMONIAL AND SIGNAL.

A. 1000H:

(1) PROVIDE OVERALL CONTROL FOR JOINT CEREMONY AND REHEARSE, IN COORDINATION WITH III TA.

(2) PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS TO III TF POC, DAY OF CEREMONY IN CASE OF INCLEMENT WEATHER.